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ESG Bonds
What does ESG mean? ESG 
stands for Environmental, 
Social, Corporate Governance. 
The initial endorsement 
addressed what is commonly 
referred to as “green” bonds, 
bonds where funding was 
supporting some environmental 
requisite.  

What is an ESG bond? Building on the green 
bond initiative, ESG has developed into a much 
wider-ranging focus where bonds are not only 
impacting environmental issues but those 
related to the sustainability of an organization 
and how it does business, invests and how their 
activities impact society. The social awareness 
campaigns of 2020 have facilitated the growing 
awareness that bond investors can potentially 
support the ESG underlying efforts and 
awareness by issuing corporations and 
municipalities.  

How does a bond become an ESG bond? This 
is a relatively new and rapidly growing market 
segment where the declaration, monitoring and 
recognition are all evolving. There are numerous 
worldwide ESG organizations and verifiers who 
have guidelines and rules that issuers follow to 
meet minimum standards for a bond to be 
considered ESG; however, there is no one 
universally accepted governing body as of yet. 
The following sections highlight general 
standards followed by most organizations and 
verifiers. 

Environmental bond capital efficiently uses 
natural resources. It may be tied to recycling 
efforts or endeavors to reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions. Water management, waste and 

pollution control or reducing climate risk all fall 
under the environmental efforts exhibiting by the 
issuing corporation or municipality. 

Social aspects involve the considerations of 
human capital and customer relations. Social 
awareness to demographic and societal trends, 
employees’ health and safety and the general 
responsibility of corporate and municipal 
production.  

Corporate Governance is the commitment to 
financial strategy and risk management. 
Responsible organizational structure, 
compliance, reporting, board structure and 
policies all are included in corporate 
governance. 

What is the outlook for ESG bonds? This is a 
youthful bond sector. New issuance has grown 
significantly in each of the last nine years. ESG 
new issuance was around $800 billion in 2020 
and is expected to reach $1 trillion in new 
issuance this year as companies and 
municipalities clutch-on to the growing trend. 

What does ESG mean to investors?  This is 
really up to each investor. There seems to be 
little financial benefit or drawback when 
comparing ESG bonds to vanilla bonds (those 
that do not have ESG characteristics) when 
comparing high quality large issues. Therefore 
investors can evaluate and judge based on their 
own personal attitudes and conclusions. 

Want to know more about ESG? A more 
thorough comprehensive report from Fixed 
Income Solutions on ESG is about to be 
released. Please let your advisor know of your 
interest so they may share it with you.  
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The author of this material is a Trader in the Fixed Income Department of Raymond James & Associates (RJA), and is not an Analyst. Any opinions 
expressed may differ from opinions expressed by other departments of RJA, including our Equity Research Department, and are subject to change 
without notice. The data and information contained herein was obtained from sources considered to be reliable, but RJA does not guarantee its 
accuracy and/or completeness. Neither the information nor any opinions expressed constitute a solicitation for the purchase or sale of any security 
referred to herein. This material may include analysis of sectors, securities and/or derivatives that RJA may have positions, long or short, held 
proprietarily. RJA or its affiliates may execute transactions which may not be consistent with the report’s conclusions. RJA may also have performed 
investment banking services for the issuers of such securities. Investors should discuss the risks inherent in bonds with their Raymond James 
Financial Advisor. Risks include, but are not limited to, changes in interest rates, liquidity, credit quality, volatility, and duration. Past performance is 
no assurance of future results. 

Investment products are: not deposits, not FDIC/NCUA insured, not insured by any government agency, not bank guaranteed, subject to risk and 
may lose value. 

To learn more about the risks and rewards of investing in fixed income, please access the Securities Industry and Financial Markets Association’s 
“Learn More” section of investinginbonds.com, FINRA’s “Smart Bond Investing” section of finra.org, and the Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board’s 
(MSRB) Electronic Municipal Market Access System (EMMA) “Education Center” section emma.msrb.org. 
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